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There are initiatives of offices and organizations to provide equipment to students even after the pandemic.

UP incorporated the advantages of on-site learning with the evolution of education spaces.

There are various efforts and initiatives to provide internet connection to all spaces not just in buildings.

Infrastructure support is developed while we enforce a new mode of learning.
Education Spaces

Evolution

- **Face-to-face**: traditional mode during the pre-pandemic times
- **Distance education**: offered by UP Open University
- **Virtual learning**: pure online learning
- **Blended learning**: varies from f2f and/or synch and/or asynch online, developed in 2020
- **Hybrid flexible or Hyflex learning**: adapts simultaneous f2f and synch online teaching and learning
The university developed online platforms both for learning and administrative processes of offices:

- UTAK (University Transactions Automated Kit) – Travel Authorities, Benefit Requests of Faculty and Personnel, etc.
- BULSA (Budget Utilization and Liquidation System Analytics (BULSA)) – Budget requests and accounting processes.
- UVLE (University Virtual Learning Environment) – Learning Management System in UPD.
- TUKLAS (Search. Discover. Create.) by University Library.
- CRS – Registration System of Students.
• Seminars/Training for educators to shift perspectives toward learning/education

• Virtual gatherings, consultations, and remote learning conversations about caring for students with disabilities

• Faculty Psychosocial Support
Transforming Educators

REMOT AND INTERACTIVE LEARNING CONVERSATIONS

Course Pack Ganern! Where to Start, How to Do It, What to Write
with Portia P. Padilla, UP Diliman College of Education
06 August 2020 (Thursday)
9:00 – 11:00 AM

OFFICE FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHING
WWW.OAT.UPD.EDU.PH

University of the Philippines Diliman
National Support for Education

Collaboration of State Universities and Colleges nationwide to work together (1st UP-SUC Summit)

Call for budgetary support from the national government